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TRIPOD
Lockwood To Retire

THE TRINITY

President to Leave by January 1982
Dr. Theodore D. Lockwood,
President of the College since 1968,
has announced that he will retire
from the post, by January, 1982.
His decision was conveyed
Monday (November .17) to the
executive committee of the Board
of Trustees by Dr. George W.B.
Starkey, chairman of the board;
Faculty and staff were informed on
Thursday by letters from the
President.
Lockwood, who is the senior
college President in New England
in terms of years of service, cited
"personal and professional interests" as the reason "for his
decision. He will return to Trinity
this coming January from a sixmonth sabbatical leave.
Starkey said that the board has
accepted Lockwood's decision
"with deep regret. Ted Lockwood
has provided distinctive leadership
and service to Trinity for more
than twelve years. "Under his
prudent stewardship, the College
has* flourished and grown. It has solidified a position of prominence
among independent colleges of the
liberal arts and sciences. While we

Administrators, Students, Faculty
React to President's Resignation
by
Patty Hooper, Steven Elmendorf,
Rachel Mann, and Joseph McAleer
The announcement of President
Lockwood's resignation as of
January 1982 was greeted with
mixed reactions from the administration, faculty, and students.
Acting President James F.
English stated "We will miss him.
The College has prospered under
his leadership. It has gone
coeducational; it has grown in site;
it has increased its endowment

funds; its standing and its
usefulness and quality." He also
noted that it was "gracious" of him
to give the College advanced
notice. English also indicated that
he felt the decision to resign was a
"happy" one for the President.
Thomas Smith, Vice President of
the College, said that he "was
disappointed that he chose to
resign." When asked whether he
anticipated Lockwood's decision,
Smith stated, "Not especially." He
said that he was made aware of the

Tripod Elections
my0te fjR/POD elected a new Editorial Board on
Sunday, The new board takes over beginning -with the
next issue and continues through the Trinity Term,
1981. Elected as Editor was Rachel Mann. Barbara
Selmo, former Contributing and Arts Editor moves up
to replace Patricia Hooper as Managing Editor.
Joseph McAleer will move from Contributing
Editor to News Editor. The new Arts Editor will be
Denise D'Agostino. R. Michael Hall and Keryn Grohs
were elected co-Photography Editors. Bill Gregg takes
over the Sports Editorship.
Also elected were David Leibell as Advertising
Manager, Lynda Gaines as Business Manager,
Margaret Henderson, David Walker, and Sharon
Simoni as Contributing Editors, and Susan Sherrill,
Peter Stinson, and Todd Knutson as Copy Editors.
The first issue for the new staff will be on December
9, the last regular issue of the TRIPOD during the
Christmas Term. That issue will also be the next issue
of the TRIPOD.

decision on Thursday afternoon.
Reflecting on Lockwood's tenure
at the College, he noted that his
presidency began with three very
difficult problems which needed to
be faced. He explained that the.
College was going through some
serious financial problems during
the late 1960's, and Lockwood was
forced to deal with the situation.
Secondly, Smith mentioned,
Lockwood came in during "the
aftermath of an incident here that
was part of the student dissent of
that period." Thirdly, according to
Smith, at the beginning of his
presidency, the College was in
need of "considerable .curriculum
change." Smith further commented
that he feels Lockwood handled
these problem's "exceedingly well,
given how they were managed'
elsewhere." He also asserted thai
Lockwood "showed great confidence in the faculty and students
over the past 12 years, as they did
in him."
Dean of the Faculty Andrew S.
De Rocco felt that it was "clear
that the President has served the
College remarkably well during his
period of tenure." Furthermore, he
felt that Lockwood accomplished
much and that "for the President
and the College it will be a bittersweet decision."
Associate Academic Dean J.
Ronald Spencer stated that he
"wasn't altogether surprised by the
decision." He explained, "Given a
man of Lockwood's diverse interests and talents it was hard to
cant, on p. 3

are sorry that Ted has chosen to increase its involvement in the city
step down, we respect his wish to of Hartfprd, through its participtry his hand at other things." ; ation in the Southside Institutions
Starkey stated that a wide and Neighborhood Alliance (SINA) and
thorough search will be conducted the establishment of an extensive
for a new chief executive of the" program of student internships. A
nationally
recognized
College. A selection committee
will be formed in the near future. spokesman for liberal arts
Lockwood
was
In his letter to the College education,
community, Lockwocsd- said, "In chairman of the Association of
deciding to leave Trinity, I take American Colleges in 1976-1977,
great satisfaction in the, present the Washington-based organization
strength of the institution. We have of liberal arts colleges and
made steady progress during the universities which deals with
last three decades. We now face substantive issues in higher
changing circumstances which I education. A director of the
am confident a new president will American Council on Education,
meet in a manner that assures the he is a founding member of ACE's
continuing prosperity of a college Business-Higher Education Forum
for which I shall always retain deep and serves on its Commission on
Governmental Relations. He is a
affection."
Lockwood did not disclose his director of the Harry Frank
future professional plans, but noted Guggenheim Foundation and has
that he was announcing his served twice as president of the
retirement from Trinity well in New England Small College
advance to allow the College Athletic Conference.
He is alse a director of the
ample time to choose a successor
and to assure a smooth and orderly Connecticut General Insurance
Corporation, the Greater Hartford
transition.
Under Lockwood's leadership, Chamber of Commerce, and the
Trinity has achieved an impressive Institute of Living, where he serves
record of fiscal stability and on the long-range planning
progress. The College has operated committee.
Lockwood is an accomplished"
on a balanced budget for eleven
years, and the endowment has ; mountain climber, having traveled
grown steadily, "from
ap- to Nepal, the Sahara, Kashmir and
proximately $25 million in 1968 to Patagonia during his years at
$41 million, currently. During Trinity. Twice he led groups of
•Lockwood's tenure, Trinity un- students on treks in Nepal.
Lockwood is the fifteenth
derwent a smooth transition to
coeducation, the curriculum was president of Trinity College,
revised, and the undergraduate having assumed the post in June,
enrollment increased from 1250 to 1968. A 1948 Phi Beta Kappa
its present level of 1700. Ap- graduate of Trinity, he earned his
plications for admission have risen doctorate in European history from
by more than titty percent, and the Princeton University, Before
number of academic departments assuming the Trinity presidency, he
was provost and dean of the faculty
and programs has grown.
During this period the College at Union College from 1964-1968.
also established a campus in Rome, He also taught at Dartmouth, MIT,
The Barbieri Center for Italian and Juniata College. He was dean
Studies, and strengthened its ties of the faculty at Concord College
with local educational institutions from 1961-1964.
through the Greater Hartford' He has been awarded honorary
Consortium for Higher Education, degrees from Concord College,
of which Lockwood has been Union College, the University of
president. Trinity has sought to Hartford and Wesleyan University.
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SGA Dicusses Course Evaluation Books
waiters and waitresses will be leyan and Tufts for examples. approaching the problem," stated, house. The issue now, she continby Joseph McAleer
reinstated next term. Finally, " I These two institutions, in an at- "Why don't we all join TCB," as a ued, is to see whether the house at
Beneath the portraits of the past
won't be hiring a bouncer," he tempt to recruit minorities, poured way to integrate the minorites on 190-192 New Britain Avenue, i s
Presidents of Trinity College, the
stated, in response to a question money into the development of new campus. Anne Collins, on the other properly-zoned for a residency. Ted
Student Government Association
from Jim Pomeroy.
departments and courses in Africa, hand, said that the TCB does not Hartsoe volunteered to act as the
assembled last Tuesday for their
Liz Carrigan also opened up Swahili, and the like. As a result, want itself to be integrated, but S.G.A. representative to the coalfirst meeting in Hamlin Hall.
discussion of new business by these schools are ailing financially rather "to be integrated into the ition on the Budget Committee.
Highlighting the meeting were
refering to the letter written by today, due to the decrease in students and college."
discussions concerning the Course
Finally, Pomeroy discussed two
A motion was made to table this
Evaluation Booklets and the lack of the Trinity Coalition of Blacks minority students. "It's a credit to
additional issues at the meeting
discussion
until
tonight's
meeting.
our
administration
that
they
didn't
(TCB) and published in last week's
minority faculty at Trinity.
First of all, he suggested the idea
In old business, Matt Carey Tripod. She praised the issues get us into that situation," he In addition, Carrigan planned to .of "Dorm councils." These could
write
a
letter
for
today's
Tripod,
explained.
raised in the letter, namely those
reported on the possibility of
be "an S.G.A.-sponsored thing," "
and TCB would be invited to the
concerning the InterculturalStudobtaining a change- machine for
he stated, and would turn the
Todd Beati, however, cited the
meeting
this
evening.
ies
Program,
Third-World~
field
Mather Campus Center. This inS.G.A "into a student senate."
popularity of the Education Departvolves a "relatively-inexpensive" programs, minority enrollment, the ment among black students in
On the subject of the Course However, the concensus was that
recent
decision
on
the
Education
'monthly charge for the devise, he
particular, and complained about Evaluations, co-editor Carolyn Gin- the R.A.'s are fully-capable of
stated. Wayne Asmus, Director of "Department, and student input to its reduction. The administration is sburgh Reacted to the "unfair doing, their jobs, and that the
Student Services, revealed that the the hiring and firing of faculty.
small for such a
"trying to pass the buck," he judgement" of the booklets by the dormitories are; too
:;
companies who distribute these These represent "issues that affect
••*
stated. Pomeroy reiterated this editorial in last week's Tripod. venture. .,
machines are "reluctant' to install • 'the''b'ntire school," she stressed.
point, and stressed the importance 'Ellen Nalle stated that it would be
l
:!
them in Wup'ervi's~ed' 'areais , for '""ariti are " n o t just! something in 1
ySecWSfy,
Pdmeroy presented a
oJE**mak'iijg the school more attrac- " a good idea" to have more S.G'ik.
quite a; 'substantial. aWo'u'ntJ';6f
-pamphlet" published by Bryant
•members
supervising
and
helping
money iskept i n t e r n at alrtiirfejs. ^hereify cMfed&rfne creation bf a Vtive". to minority students. Hp also ollt1'during the' ; edmpletioto of the 'Gtitf^gP whidfi: serves as " a ; fact
Furtnef' inf6rmltion'lwifl o~e"-pro- '^5)flrfirnia'tiv¥-action ' groupie 'askecl, .KoweV^r, r"wtj.at c£h".'tile
evaluation forms at pre-regis- Itt'eet" concerning their S.G.A. tie
vided at the meeting this evening.
confront these problems, "for the
tration. Pomeroy suggested that suggested that the S.G.A. work on
Carrigan stated that since a new the co-editors work with Dean Def a similar publication for the Trinity
In other business, Liz Carrigan betterment of the whole school."
representative
from the InterFra- Roccoto "get abetter rate" by dis- community. Ted Hartsoe and other
Responding to this point, Presiraised the issue concerning the
problems at the Pub. Asmus re- dent Jim Pomeroy urged the ternity Council (Armando Paolino) tributing the course evaluation volunteers will work on such a
ported that, due to the recent S.G.A. to also look at the departure is now present at the S.G.A forms during classes. A motion was pamphlet.
incident invplving the presence of of Thomas Lips, the Director of meetings, a representative from approved to table this discussion
**•••*•*•••••**.**
beer on the tables after closing Institutional Affairs, and try to the TCB should also attend. Matt until tonight's meeting.
time, the hours and the .absence of
"get somebody a little-bit more for Carey responded that this would
The Student House was the
pitchers will remain until next affirmative action in that spot."
help make the S.G.A. "an effective subject of additional new business.
^semester. In addition, in an at- In the lengthy discussion that integrated body." Sandy Smith, Liane Bernard discussed her meettempt to "try and rejuvenate the followed, Faraj Saghri defended however, said that such an action ing with Vice-President Smith,
atmosphere of the Pub when it first the administration from the TCB "could go the wrong way." Saghri, whom she said was "really imopened up," Asmus revealed that letter, citing the situations at Wes- presenting "a practical method of pressed" with the petition for the
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Dennis Exposes the Smith Trials
by Rachel Mann
Thomas Dennis, an active
member of the American Co'mmunist Party, spoke on Thursday
night, November 20 in the McCook
Auditorium. He came to Trinity
upon an invitation by the Intercultural Studies Program and
the Trinity Coalition of Blacks.
His lecture focused on what
Dennis termed the "Korean
period" in America's history. He
set the scene of the McCarthy era
before, during and after the
Korean War — a period of political
repression of the Communist Party
in the United States.
After talking for about ..,,fifty
minutes, Dennis
addressed
questions fielded from the. crowded
and intent audience. Some of the
issues brought up by students
concerned the provisions of the S-l
Act, the Party's stand towards the
American Nazi Party and whether
Dennis' involvement in the Party
could be attributed to their
principles or goals.
This white haired man has spent
his life working for the party since
1941 when he joined the Young

Communist League in Detroit.
During World War II, Dennis
worked in the Willow Run Defense
Plant and learned more intimately
the problems of blue collar workers
in the States. After the war, he
became a member of the Communist Party. In the early fifties,
Dennis was indicted under the
Smith Act in Michigan. He spoke
about the frame-ups and
misdirections of the trials.
The Smith Act was an antisedition law which , made it
unlawful to teach or write about
violent overthrow of the government, or to attempt or conspire to
commit the above acts. According
to-Dennis, "We were indicted under the presumption that we were
conspiring to i te.ach Communist
ideas at some time in the future."
He said the trial was a trial of
ideals, not acts; that the
prosecution read passages out of
Marx's,The Communist Manifesto
or out of Lenin's works as their
evidence against Dennis, and the
other men on trial. He noted that
the witnesses brought against the
defendants were stool-pigeons paid'
to follow around menjike him to
collect evidence as to their political

Resignation Reactions
cont. from p. 1
imagine his spending the rest of his
career in one place." He also said
that Lockwood deserves a "substantial amount of the credit for
coeducation, new curriculum, the
first concentrated effort to bring
minority students into the
College," the improvement in the
financial condition of the College.
Harold Martin, Charles A. Dana
Professor of the Humanities and a
long time associate and friend of
Stated , "It's a natural
thing fd tfftrfe Happened. Speaking
from " truth of experience, one
wears out and needs to do
something different." Martin was
formerly the President of Union
College (N.Y.).
He also noted that "it is not a
surprise that he chose \o resign. I
am surprised he managed to
survive so well, so long." He explained that although he could not
speak for Lockwood, from his own
experience he knew that "as soon
as you feel you're going through

the paces, an administrator, feels it
is time to move on." .
History Professor George
Cooper, Secretary of tfie College
said, "I feel Ted (Lockwood) has
done an excellent job as President
of the College and certainly understand why he thinks it is time for
an orderly transition to a new
presidency." Reflecting on Lockwood during the time he was a
student at Trinity, Cooper went on
to say, "I am perhaps not the best
person to make an immediate
assessment of Ted's contribution
because I don't think of him solely
as a president. After alt, my
memory connects him with a very
bright 18 year old, sitting in the
second row, fourth from the
window in the old classroom
Seabury 34."
Dutch Barhydt, '81, who traveled
with Lockwood to Nepal two years
ago, stated that the resignation was
"good for him. He is young and
active enough to try something
else."

impurity. "It was a trial of ideas,
not crimes."
Dennis felt that it was the civil
rights movements of the sixties that
finally broke the back of
McC arthyism in this country. He
also indicated that "deep in the
body politic of the country, there
was a spirit of freedom. Somehow
it didn't sit well with the people to
have this atmosphere of intrigue, to
have their phones tapped."
Dennis often expressed his belief
that the multi-national corporations wanted "to control and
dominate the world, politically and
economically. He frequently used
the word "facist" to describe their
motives. Their goal: to destroy the
Soviet Union and change from a
Cold War to a Hot War." This
message often appeared ' in , his
speech, not only when referring to
past decades, but also to our
decade. They "need a docile,
neutral people. They especially
wanted to put the shackles on the
labor movement."
• A Trinity .professor > in the
audience asked Dennis how the
American Communist Party could
justify its beliefs and goals in light
of the position the Soviet Union
takes on the issues of human rights
and anti-semitism. Dennis' response to the question emphasized
the "irony that there are people in
this country that don't support
workers in this country - but they
run to support the Polish workers'
movement.

Phi Beta Kappa
by Tom Hefferon
The first selection of Phi Beta
Kappa scholars, an honor
bestowed upon less than ten
percent of the senior class each
year, was made on October 30.
According to Professor Robert
Stewart, a dozen students were
picked in this first of three
elections and will be initiated into
the honor society on December 10.
Being chosen to be in the Phi
Beta Kappa honor society is one of
the highest honors which can be
bestowed on an undergraduate at
Trinity; "a mark of highest
distinction" according to the
Trinity College
Catalogue.
Students elected are among those
who have achieved a high general
scholastic standing and "shall be
men and women \oi\ honor,',probity
and learning." t h e Trinity
Chapter, established on June 16,
1845 as the Beta of Connecticut, is
the second oldest in the state and
the eighth oldest in the country.

There are three elections held
during the course of the senior
year. The one just completed takes
place in the fall, at which students
are elected on the basis of their
performance in their first six
semesters. Elections in the spring
come in March (on the basis of a
senior's first sevens.semesters) and
just prior to Commencement in
May (on the basis of a senior's
completed record).
Voting is done by faculty, administrators and staff of the
College who are themselves
members of Phi Beta Kappa. In
addition, students take part in the
process during the second and
third elections,,...... ,.
, Thp students selected this term
, are; P^eter Lanning Bain, Louis Joel
Brombert, Maria:: Joyc,e, Hexter,
Eileen Leslie Keni, Josephine
Lauriello, Robert Douglas Malkin,
John David Mattar, Sarah Anne
Neilly, Peter William Paulsen,
Timothy Daniel Rosa, and James
Wyda.

Watson Fellowships

by Nancy Funk
Trinity has chosen the. four
finalists who will compete for a
$10,000 grant from the Watson
Fellowship i The grant is awarded
yearly to seven college seniors for
independent study and travel
abroad the year following
graduation. A total of 180 students
from 50 small, private institutions
similar to Trinity participate in the
He also said, "They (the Soviets) competition.
are having big difficulties. They are
The four finalists, Michelle
making" mistakes. Just because the
Pagnotta,
Pam Wilton, Laura
American press makes a big thing
of anti-semitism, it doesn't mean Roulet, and Richard Williams were
selected by a faculty committee
it's a policy there."
from a group of seventeen apMost of the audience remained plicants. Their pursuits are to be of
until the end of Dennis' lecture, an imaginative and individual and seemed interested in what he nature, and are not expected to
had to say. Some members of the include a prolonged period of
audience expressed the opinion formal study at a university. The
that he seemed unable to support Associate Academic Dean, Ronald
his arguments with solid facts, Spencer, has outlined their amhowever, they agreed on the bitions.
candor and openess of the man.
Michelle Pagnotta intends to
When talking about the study the impact of Islamic fuiridealogies of the American damentalism on woman in the
Communist Party, Dennis stated, Islamic communities within the
"We adhere to the science of nations of : Egypt, Pakistan,
Marxism-Leninism as it applies to Yugoslavia, Malaysia, and Taiwan.
Pam Wilton is interested in
the United States. Different
determining
the roles of women in
conditions require different
Kenya, Egypt, and India by obconclusions."
serving their rples in the urban
market place.
Laura Roulet desires to study
graphic and film arts in Eastern
European nations, particularly;
Poland, Hungary, Czechoslovakia,
Yugloslavia, and East jGermany.

Richard Williams hopes to spend
time in several parts of Africa in
order to participate in the study of
wild animals, especially within the
large animal refuges in Kenya and
the Sudan. The refuge in Kenya is
actually a national park in which
studies are already being conducted by the New York Zoological Society;. Richard would
like to become involved with their
study teams.
In February 1981, a representative from the Watson Fellowship
Program will be on campus to
interview the four finalists. The
interview is of great importance in
determining which, if any, will
receive a grant.
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Editorial
Some Final Words
Two and a half years ago a scared freshman who
couldn't spell walked into the Tripod office hoping to
learn something about the newspaper business. The
freshman was me and today I walk out of the Tripod
office still unable to spell but having learned a lot about
newspapers and even more about people. This being
my final editorial I would like to make some personal
comments about Trinity and the Tripod.
Trinity is one of the finest colleges in America, but it
has potential to be far ^better. 1 think perhaps the
biggest problemi Trinity has is one of attitiude. Editorial
writers love r to crftize- everybody for being' apathetic.
The attitude I am talklrig about is1 partially apathy, but I'
think it runs deeper. Too many people here and
elsewhere just don't care about anything except
themselves. Caring seems to be an emotion which has
gone out of our lives. This is why organizations like the
Tripod have problems finding peopie who are willing to
take an interest in it arid care about it, really care.about
it. They are unwilling to sacrifice so that the tripod can
come out once a week. They don't care enough to shut
up in the library or turn down the stereo in their dorm.
They don't care enough to leave the pub when they are
supposed to or to not give abuse to the security guard,
All I am saying and perhaps I am generalizing too
much is that we should all take some time to care about
something other than ourselves. If we did Trinity would
be a far better place.
When I leave Trinity College the Tripod will be one of
the things which I will most regret leaving. It has been
one of the finest experiences of my life. It has been that
because of the people I have worked with. These people
have made many personal sacrifices in order to make
the Tripod one of the finest college newspapers in New
England. For many of these people the Tripod is not
work, it is a labor of love. As much, as we complain on
Sundays and Mondays, it all seems worthwhile when
the paper comes out on Tuesdays. The Tripod is as
good as it is not because of any one editor or staff
member. It is the product of a group of people who care
and care deeply about it. To those people I say thank
you for making this such an easy and enjoyable
experience for me. I would like to say that I'll enjoy
sitting back and reading the Tripod for the first time on
Tuesdays, butsomehow I think I'll miss it.

Running in Place

There is NoPlace Like Home
by Kate Meyers
It's that time of year again -time for your humble narrator to
hop a 727 to the City of Champions
and head back to the house of Doc
and Nat for the traditional feast of
Thanksgiving. The whole family
will be there, with the exception of
ifiy brother Muzz, who has decided
to take this time and play nice with
his future ln-Laws somewhere in
the affluence of Greenwich Connecticut. The rest of us will gather
round the long oval table at 1444
Inverness Street smiling, eating,
and remembering how it Used* to
be.
In our family, we don't deal
much in formality and when my
mother says dinner's at six that
means that we will be seated,
elbows in action, indulging in the
onqe feathered bird at 6:01. If my
Uncle Mickey is late, we put
together a plate of goodies and
keep it warmed in the oven, Butwaiting, when everything is hot
and ready, is unheard of in the
Meyers household.-

The site of the lavish spread that
surrounds the mid-table cornucopia
is enough to water the taste buds of
even the be"st-fed co-ed. There is
nothing like home cooking and if
I'm a real good girl I might even
get a choice between baked potatoes and stove-top stuffing. I
usually go easy on the turkey and
get progressively liberal with
the helpings of sweet potato and
my Aunt Shirley's green bean
casserole. Belts are loosened and
the crowd waits for a second wind
before. going- in, fot round two.' All
fo this hand to mouth action leaves
me down for the count and ready to
curl up in front of the fire for a few
months of hibernation.
Desert, coffee,, and how's college? are next on the agenda.
Discussion is reserved- for the
living room. because eating and
talking are two. distinct entities in
our house. All news* gossip and
newly acquired jokes are 'passed
around, And I have yet to figure out
who tells a worse joke, my dad or

my aunt but I think that I'd have to
give the edge to my Aunt because
Doc is definitely improving with the
punch lines. My brother Stuart
always plants himself next to me
and whispers sarcastic comments
about the goings on in my ear - his
logic being that as long as he can
make a bigger fool out of me, no
one will notice him. I inevitably
bust out laughing about something
he has just said which I am of
course unable to share with the
questioning eye^th^tfionfepnt my
hysteria. •
" '
^ ' . 1 ^ .
The best part of this holiday,
though, occurs after all the guests
have said their farewells and I have
wiped all the various shades of
orange lipstick off my face. It is just
mom, dad, and my brothers and me
and I feel like a kid again, smiling
and laughing with childlike spontaneity. Everything comes easy.
The fire is warm, I'm with the
people I love and Toto — I think,
we're back in Kansas.
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lenges to Mr. Dennis might issue
from another quarter. His appearance on the campus - the first
by an "Old American Bolshevik"
[
since 1962 - was preceded by a
letter signed by four Trinity faculty
members and published in the
tripod. The sentiments expressed
in this letter coincided, to a
considerable degree, with my own,
In lectures which I delivered to
students in "America Since Pearl
Harbor," I made some of the same
points at great length, and even
entered the tangled underbrush of
the Hiss and, Rosenberg cases in
order to be faithful to the facts as I
understood them and to illustrate
the disquieting complexity of the
so-called
McCarthy
period.
Steeped in the anti-Communist
liberalism of historians like Theodore Draper, Irving Howe, and
Nathan Glazer, I had to set aside
some pretty powerful convictions
about the" American Communist
Party before inviting Mr. Dennis to
the campus. In the Pub following
Stilll, the evening had its bene- Mr. Dennis's talk, these convicfits. It proved that Trinity students, tions spring to the surface and led
often maligned as intellectually and to a heated, even tense, exchange
politically inert, are hungry for of views.
events of this kind. Indeed, if Mr.
Frank Egan, one of the signers of
Dennis has allowed himself to be the Tripod letters, went out df his
propelled by the momentum way to explain to me that he had
created by his student challengers, hoped to attend Mr. Dennis's
the evening would have been more lecture but was unable to because
rewarding that it was, • l* : '
of the' jiress 'of work, 'From' messrs.
1 had expected, in fact, that Miller, Battis, and Reilly, none of
effective and provocative chal- whom attended the lecture, I have
To the Editor of the Tripod:
Last Thursday night, Mr.
Thomas Dennis,- a leader of the
enfeebled and pathetic American
Communist Party, appeared before
a large student and faculty audience in McCook Auditorium. The
danger, always remote, that Mr.
Dennis's appearance might corrupt*
a single Trinity student receded to
the vanishing point as the evening
wore on. Equally, the hope "that his
remarks might spark a brisk and
enlightening dialogue faded quickly, a casualty of Mr. Dennis's
speaking style and his breathtaking
ideological perspective. His honest
suggestion, in response to a question by Professor Cooper, that we
rely upon the Russian government
for information on Soviet anti-Semitism and the dissident movement,
was met by a silence so profound as
to suggest that the reduced but still
respectable audience, once constrained by civility, had simply
reached the point of utter ex-"
haustion.

received no explanations. I understand quite well that they did not
expect Mr. Dennis's message to be
intellectually compelling,, and maybe they assumed that it would be
historically worthless. Perhaps
their experiences with American
Communists led them to believe
that Mr. Dennis would be so'inept
as to arouse contempt rather than
to evoke sympathy. But if this iss0>
the.purpose of their letter is not
clear. The publications of t h e
letter, together with their failure to
appear in McCook, somes close to
being an intellectual affront. Perhaps they will give us an explan"
• ation of why they did not come
forth from their citadel to engage
Mr. Dennis in front of two-hundred
eager undergraduates.
For that would have been an
event worth witnessing.
Signed,
Jack Chatfield
History Department

There will be an OPEN MEETING from 3:30-4:30 pm on Tuesday, November 25th in Wean
Lounge to interview and meet a
candidate for the position of Assistant Dean of Students.
Theapplicant is Farina Moses. All Trinity College students and
faculty arc urged to attend.
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Letters to the Editor
Racism is Our Responsibility
To The Editor:
On Saturday morning Nov. 24th,
we were invited to do an
educational workshop about
racism as a. response of recent
incidents at Trinity. We are three
white women active in the Hartford
Community who have been working with other white to understand racism as a white
problem.
We were shocked to find not a
single white in attendance — not a
single white student understood
that we, as whitesrare the racists
and therefore have the responsibility to change the situation on
campus. We are ashamed, being
the only whites present, at the
apathy and lack of concern on a
supposedly liberal and enlightened
campus.
We believe it is essential that
whites understand racism is a white
problem. We are the racist — not;
the black and hispanie students
who are the victims of our racist
attitudes. We • still do not un-

derstand that our upbringing as
whites made us prejudiced and our
upbringing as whites gave us
privilege to whitewash the world.
Since most Trinity students grew
up in a predominantly white
environment, the lack of any
visibility of other cultures in
society allows us to believe that
white is right. In the U.S. the white
culture or style is the norm, the
standard for universal acceptance.
For example: on TV white faces
predominate. White faculty
predominate — teaching white;
history at white institutions. We'are
allowed the privilege of our skin
color to assume that white is right.
Consider the following questions:
What was your impression of the
world when you were growing up?
Was it white or mixed?
What were your early personal
contacts with third world people?
The majority of the students
here
come
from
similar
backgrounds. How do you imagine
the predominance of the white

middle class culture affects the Jrd
world people here?
When you saw the security alerts
vaguely describing the rapist as a
3rd world person were you aware
of the inherent racism in, the
description? How did you feel
ab'out all black men on the campus
after reading the bulletin?
Racism , though the victims are
on. this campus, black, hispanie,
oriental, is the responsibility of
whites. We are the ones that have
the ability to end such behavior.
It's time for'white people to'begin!
to recognize, to'1 take charge, to ;
organize to fight racist institutions
and individuals on this campus,
Silence is complicity. We urge you
to call a meeting of concerned
white students on campus, to begin
building ways to change. There's
np need to look to the victims of
racism to teach us about racism —
we know..
Jenny Pinck :
Mary DeRocco
Ruth Howell

Valueless Evaluations

Dear Sir:
There are not many things on
this campus which can provide
sufficient 'motivation for me ' to .
write a letter to the Tripod. The
recent issue of the course
evaluation is however one of those
rare exceptions. Amongst the many
large and small tragedies that
reside on this campus, the
publication of this booklet will not
^ ! ! must however rank as
f 'tft p H*rt>sk
k ludicrous
publications put out by the SGA.
The validity and usefulness of the
evaluations have been discussed
before, if not recently or directly,
on the pages of the Trinity Tripod.
Nothing, it seems has come out of
it.
Though I may seriously object to
the statistical validity of the
generalizing comments made, the
questions asked which are absolutely irrelevant to finding out
the nature of a course and the
performance of the teacher with
respect to the course's stated
objectives, or the supposition that
the evaluations booklet is a sufficiently accurate instrument by
which judgements by students can
be based, or improvements by
professors can be made, itself a
reflection of 'the pomposity with
which the statement of purpose
and intent is stated, I am not
directly concerned with them.

this image problem is irrelevant,' if this evaluation, so proudly
but where untenured, professors are produced under the name of the
concerned, the story may be Student Government, and which I
different. Given the tendency of
am told represent the most subthe Tenure Committee to give - stantive effort of the SGA to date
weight to student opinion as ex- this term, is any reflection of the
pressed in publication such as the need for, and quality of, the SGA, I
one in question, the possibility for a must respectfully demand a refund
miscarriage of justice exists by the of my contribution. While I am
very fact that these evaluations are willing to support a bunch of
themselves without basis. Thus, far students playing politics, funded by
from being the joke that I, .and my money, I cannot in all good
perhaps others, may take it to' be, conscience support' the continuous
the course evaluations possesses a publication of a literature that is so
pernicious quality that should be inherently valueless, and perhaps
recognized.
even harmful.
I confess to a degree of
Sincerely,
ignorance of. the functions of the
SGA which may be unwarranted,
Eng Seng Loh '81
and perhaps also inexcusable. But

We Agree With TCB

We of the Student Government
Association are painfully aware of
the nature of the issue at hand as
presented in last week's Tripod in
the article "A View of the Minority
Problem." This issue necessarily
involves each and every member of
the Trinity Community. It is largely
a question of social responsibility
that we feel the need to take
action.We are in agreement with the
basic tenets of the letter, seeing
I am Mibfc ; concerned ' with pertenance in the idea' of student
input into administrative decision
ay have' serious ^reper--, making (i.e. hiring and firing of
cussions in the longer run. I am •' faculty, minority and student
speaking of the tendency for representation on the Board of
stereotypical images of professors - Trustees, and in general, into be propagated as reflected in stitutional changes.)
Given this initial step, we feel
comments of phrases such as
'condescending', 'closed minded', that students will be given a means
or 'Cooper is God'. Once the to act upon these, and other
student consensus is agreed that a
teacher is good or.bad, the image
tends to persist through succeeding
evaluations. I am not arguing that
basis: for these perceptions do not
exist, but these images tend to
persist due to the shallowness of
the comments made, and the
predisposition of students to judge
as they perceive others are judging.
This is unfair to professors on the
receiving end, for genuine attempts
at improvements may go'
unrecognized. Where tenured
faculty members are concerned,

pertinent issues. It is within the
interests of the college, as ' a
responsible institution, to provide, a
'due process for such significant
demands to be met. The S.G.A. is
pleased to support such a functional approach, on the part of
T.C.B., to bring improvement to
the Trinity community, and in a
broader context, to society as well.
The S.G.A. extends an invitation to
the Trinity community to address
these issues at the next meeting on
Tuesday, November 25, at 10:00
pm. in Hamlin Hall.
Respectfully
Yours,
Representatives of the S.G.A.,
Matt Carey
LizCarrigan
Dan C ave
C arolyn Ginsburgh
Todd Beati

Praise to lips
To the Editor,
I would like to express my thanks
to the Faculty Lecture Committee,
the Mather Campus Center, and
especially to Mr. Thomas D. Lips,
for bringing Dewitt Jones' film,
The New England of Robert Frost

to Trinity. It .was one of the most
enjoyable and interesting film, ^lectures that I have had the
'privilege to attend. As I understand

it, Mr. Lips was instrumental, down:
right insistent, in arranging for this
event, I am sure all of those who
attended will agree that Jones'
marvelous blending of Frost's
poetry, with the New England
country scenes that so inspired the
poet, made an evening well spent
indeed. Thanks Again.
Sincerely,
Eric B. Anderson '81

\/

Lockwood Letter
take great satisfaction in the
strength of the institution — in its
Dear Students:
As you may already know, for faculty, students, and staff. The
both personal and professional College is a remarkable place in
reasons, I have informed the Board which we all can take pride. I know
of Trustees of my decision to retire that my successor will have as
from the presidency of Trinity much pleasure in seeing it through
College. I have concluded that it this decade as I have had since
would help to assure an orderly and 1968.1 shall do everything I can to
constructive transition to a new make sure the transition is conchief executive if I announced this structive. With your help, we shall
conclusion now rather than- upon-; {continue to move1 forward;.
my return in January, 1981. I have,jiis:jl ih^vexgreat affection;,.-for ,the
enjoyed my long association with.,
.,I,first.came tOjTrinityas a
the College., L have particularly,'
'
h
enjoyed knowing.so many students the faculty, served as a Fellow and
— nearly one-third of the living a Trustee, and as president for
alumni have graduated since I nearly thirteen years. You will
came in 1968.
understand, therefore, why this
I have told the Trustees that I decision was not easy; but I am
shall remain no longer than persuaded that it is best for the
January of 1982. By announcing my institution and it represents my
decision now, before I return from own wish to try my hand at other
my sabbatical, I am confident we things. You may have a similar
• \
can find an outstanding person to feeling some day.
serve as your next president
My wife and I wish you a most
possibly as early as next fall. I only pleasant holiday season, and we
regret that I could not call an All- look forward to seeing you next
Collage meeting and tell you. semester. ',-.,.
personally: we have not had such a
Cordially,
gathering in a. long while.
In deciding to leave Trinity, I
Theodore D. Lockwqod

Thank You
To the Editor:
" I would like to take this opportunity to express my thanks to
the Trinity community for making
my association with the college for
the last 3'A years an enjoyable one.
Staffing the Internship Office as
one-person, part-time staff has, in.
and ol itself, been a "learning
experience". I particularly appreciate the cooperation I have
had from students in my attempts
coordinate this program. Until my
successor is hired, the office is
being left in the very capable hands
of Linda Rich '82, who has worked
with me for the last l'/j years.
Those of- you who plan to intern
next semester should already be in
the planning stages; see Linda soon
for any assistance you may need.
"ONE LAST TIME: Get out there
and find out how much you can
learn from the resources available
within this fine city! I ask those of
you who have already engaged-in

Security
Dear Editor:
• On .Saturday night at 4 am, the
fire alarms in the dorms of
Seabury, Northam and Jarvis went
off. Not knowing whether it was a
drill, a false alarm, or a real fire, I
went downstairs andout on the
Long Walk. I was amazed to see
that there were no members of
Security in sight, and even more
shocked to see them casually
strolling down the Long Walk a.
good 5-10 min. after the alarm had
first sounded. The Fire Department
showed up 15-20 min. after the
alarm first went off. I, as well
as others who live in my dorm,
are concerned with the attitude
of Trintiy Security. What would
have happened if there had
been a fire? By the time Security
showed up, not to mention the Fire
Dept. a fire could have gotten out
of control. I hope in the future that
Trinity Security, as well as the Fire
Dept. will show a little more
concern for the safety of the
Trinity Students.
Sincerely,
a resident of
Seabury Towers

internships to share your experiences with,other students. And
I suggest to those students who
have not yet considered this excellent independent study option to
d o s o _ NOW!
A .special, thank you to those
faculty who have supported this
program and taken the time to
sponsor students in internships.
The time you commit to this
activity is over and above the call of
duty, but it is important to encourage students who are as motivated •
as interns usually are.:
I do hope, to maintain contact
with many of the friends I have
made here. For all the difficulties
Trinity is encountering, this
college's greatest,asset iswhat will
keep me returning - you people!
Sincerely,
>
Keats B.Jarmon
Director of Cooperative Education
University of Hartford

Hie Ad Hoc
Committee to Review
the Curriculum
will hold an open
meeting on Tuesday,
December 2, 1980
in
McCook Auditorium
at 4:00 p.m.
All interested
students
are invited.

Trinity's Advances
"Trinity affirms its commitment to consider new programs directly related to
social service and to, work closely with other groups in the Hartford community
in creating a better environment for all citizens of the area.''

"Trinity
Dr. Lockwood with former Trustee chairman Lyman Brain ard.

Trinity College, in connection witlj the Hartfotd Hospital and
the Institute ior Living became a part oi SINA (Southside
Institutions Neighborhood Alliance) in order to connect more
closely area institutions with the city of Hartford.
"Trinity affirms its intention to devise new approaches to improve
international sensitivity among the members of this

In the Fall of 1980,
over 75 Trinity
students were studying
at institutions not
located in the
United States.

On Thursday, November 20,
1980 President Theodore D.
Lockwood announced his resignation effective January,
1982.

All quotes taken from President Theodore D. Lockwood's
Inaugural speech, October
1968.

community>/'

affirms its ntint

to a program of stu ><s a
man's need to make i swn,
. ,
" complex

IfthS
In the Spring of
ad hoc Committee on Grricul
the present curriculum t d to
and ch ages

ig the Lockwood Years
'Trinity affirms that it will experiment vigorously both inside and outside
the formal curriculum to arrive at truly creative learning experiences.

ntinuing

commitment

s explicitly related to
sions in an increasingly
'onment.''
zmmm
the ;jWOT@g#''is~et''"up' 'an
•iculum Review to reassess
to suggest improvements

During the 1970*s, Trinity College instituted an internship
program which has allowed students to gain first hand experiences
in businesses and agendes outside of the college. «
"Trinity affirms its determination
to discover new means by
which students, faculty, and
administration may cooperate
responsibly in planning the future
of this particular community,"

Over the past ten years there
s

» * , '«•• -"* .

has been an increasing
number of committees made
up of students, faculty,
and administrators to deal
with Institutional Priorities,
Curriculum,
and College Affairs.
Dr. Lockwood with two of his predecessors, G. Keith Fonstoa and Albert Jacobs.

P*°< OS
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ARTS
Musical Review Slated
way section. The first will be a
by Laura A. Wilcox
The weekend following Thanks- Broadway Medly performed
giving break, the Trinity College by Karen Webber '84, Maria
Music Department will present a JLavieri '84, and Hedy Hollanda
Musical Revue. The show is under '84. The three women will sing
the direction of Gerald Moshell and duets and trios from Broadway
is choreographed by Scott Colli- shows including "At the Ballet"
shaw '81 and Kat Power; The from A Chorus Line, and "You
Revue is divided into four sections. Could Drive a Person Crazy"
Trial by Jury is a very funny from Company.
one-act operetta by Gilbert and
The last section will be presented
Sullivan, featuring Michael Rauseo by an ensemble of sixteen men and
'81 as the Learned Judge; Madison women, performing both the titile.
Reilley l81 as the Defendent, -and song" and one other number from
each of eight Broadway musicals of
Laura Austin '84 as Angelina.
the Forties through the Seventies.
In the second division of the Highlights of this will be Jesus
program, Kat Power's jasti dance Christ Superstar, They're Playing
class will perform Richard Roger's Our Song, and Oklahoma!
"Slaughter on Tenth Avenue."
So don't for get, a cast of
The lovers will be danced by Scott
thousands
(well, maybe not that
ColHshaw '81 and W. Allison:
Huszar '82, and the lead gangster many) will be singing and dancing
will be danced by Cressida Bainton their hearts out in the Goodwin
'81. These three form a love Theater of Austin Arts Center:
triangle which ends tragically for Thurs., Fri., Sat., Dec. 4, 5, 6 at
8:15 pm; Sunday, Dec. 7 at 1:15
all.
pm. Tickets may be reserved in
The Revue also has two Broad- advance at the Box Office.

Tauras.. .aDelightful New Restaurant
by Pam Wilton and
MichelePagnotta
Hello again Gastronomy fansOnce again your restaurant reviewers are back to titilate your
tastebuds with newly discovered
delights. After our one week vacation, we were ready for something
new and different. So, of we went
to TAURUS, a new restaurant at
227 Lawrence St. near the Capitol,
situated in that was formerly the
Lithuanian-American Club Building. Taurus proffers not only
interesting variations on traditional
menu items, but also an original
decor, a fascinating history, and a
courteous staff. In our ever-increasing catalogue of Hartford
Restaurants, Taurus is most definitely one of the better choices for
theTrinity Student.
As the menu advocates, Taurus1
is located in a truly unique build- ,
ing. Built in 1985 as a parish
school-meetinghouse, it was sold to
a cardboard box manufacturer in

1920, and finally was purchased by wooded bar as well as by the liberal
the Lithuanian-American Citizens sprinkling of greenery throughout
Club in 1940. This organization the restaurant. One final charming
renovated all three floors and the feature is the use of upright pianos
Tables are arranged casually
Club became one of the area's most
popular nightspots-as well as being throughout this spacious room and
utilized for weddings, dances and are garnished with a small bouquet
other activities for the next two of flowers and candles. We were
decades. Upon entering the build- seated by Mike, our waiter who
ing, we were immediately struck by presented us with Tauras' small
the tones of the dark woods, and by but diverse menu.
the overall spaciousness, of the The Fried Mozzerella ($2,95) was
building. High ceilings and vaulted a delightful appetizer. A generous.
windows dominate the main dining portion of deep-fried cheese, it was
area whose floor space is quite a bit served covered with a delicate
tomato sauce and a variety of mild
larger than most of the other spices.
uptown restaurants. The decor is
For an entree, Michele chose to
dominated by the immense wooden
beams traversing the ceiling form sample an excellent dish or Shrimp
which antique gaslight chandeliers and Scallop Brochette ($8.50). This
seafood selection was served in a
are suspended.;
low-dish casserole style, and was
On either side of the room, the laden with green peppers and
enormous arched windows dom- onions in a light wine sauce. The
inate the wall spacej while circular brochette was served with a green:
panes, frame a. mounted. Taurus' salad, homemade bread, and a
painting. The quiet- tone is rein- choice of potato, as are all of the
forced by the pannelled walls and entrees.

Records Reviewed:

The Residents and Keith Jarret

The Vegetable-beef burger homemade bread also accompanied
($2.95) proved to be an interesting his meal.
The dinner was complimented by
alternative to the typica ham,the relaxed and hospitable amburger.
Given the choice of any two biance of the restaurant-.- Taurus is
toppings, Pam chose to have Swiss open for lunch five days a week'
cheese and tomatoes on her bur- and for dinner six days a week. It is
ger. All of this came on a toasted closed on Sundays. Another unhard roll and was served in a basket usual aspec^of the restaurant is the
with potato chips and a helping of that they cater lucheons, full course
"dinners, and cocktail parties in
cole slaw.
their private dining rooms. The
. Our guest, Gavin, ordered the,
~~
for
"Naked Chipken," ($S,9$) a*..****
entree. Cubes of boneless chicken complete with a stage," a n a J
in a soy sauce and white wine base, conies and is ideal for weddings
this dish was simply scrumptious. and dances. For imformation call
A crisp house salad and a slice of 247-1909.
••••••• ••••••••• 0»ss««« •••ML

LESSONS AND CAROLS
Timbrel,' the student madrigal en.- The annual Festival Service of semble, coordinated by Marian
the Lessons and Carols of Christmas will be held in the Trinity Davis '81.
The groups will provide classical
College Chapel on Sunday, December 7, twice, at 5:00 and 7:30 and traditional choral music of the
season and will join with the
pm. •
•
congregation in singing Christmas
•
The service, an annual event Carols. The Biblical lessons of the
service will be read by represen• since 1958, will feature music by tatives of the Trinity College com
9 three Trinity groups: The Concert
/
• Choir, directed by Dr. Gerald community.
The offerings collected at both
• Moshell, assistant professor of
! - the
jjjg Chapel
chapel Singers,
Singers, direcservices win
will be
divided oeiwccu
• music;
direc- services
oe amaeu

sounds that probably could not be che, or anv of the usual imnrov
produced prior to theinvention of isationalh5pfthat Zett
u s S y % * » * John Rose, College organist UNICEF and the Friendship Center
the integrated circuit. The content falls
J and director of chapel music; and in Harttord.
)# .
of the songs deal with basic aspects
The man who wrote the music,
of life. Some titles include "Pos- G.I. Gurdjieff, was an austere and
by Paul M MazzareU*
session,"- "Suburban Bathers," mystical Christian philosopher who
. The Residents have, developed a
"Secrets," "Dimples and Toes" shunned public performance or
reputation for leaning towards the
and so on. Each minuture song' even recognition of his works; and
unconventional. A look at some of
manges to make a statement about for a man of such course and dry.
their past work would tend to back
its title until a minute is up, and exterior, he wrote ,in an exceedup this claim.. On a sparsely
then on you go to another.
ingly affective way. This album
circulated previous album entitiled Unlike truly commercial albums, stands as an important recorded
"Gposebump" they performed
this one won't ever hit the top 40. document of Gurdjieffs words.
•
material with instruments bought Certainly some will find it too
• The first track, Reading of
at a "Toys are Us" toy store. The
bizzare for their tastes. For the Sacred Books, opens with an
Residents are probably the only
conniseurs of alien music though,, impressionistic tinkling of the domgroup ever to record an album
this could be the answer. The inant which continues throughout
which was a satire of one of their
the piece, chiming at regular
Residents are back.
own previous releases. In the past,
intervals. Hymn for Easter Thursthey have done concerts dressed as
day is infused with joy and energy,
mummies.
and other pieces have a mixture of
hope and resolve, a times as
In keeping with their taste for the
delicate at Debussy.
unusual, is their latest effort simply
by Glenn Sherman
entitled "Commercial Album."
Jarrett's performance is nearly
Jazz Record Review: Church MusThis album consists of 40 cuts, each
Exotic Foods From India
ic, Sacred and Secular Part II.This flawless, his unorthodox technique
precisely one minute long. This
is the second part of a review of two carries hime through admireably.
format gives a rather interesting
recent releases on the ECM label. There are over a dozen little pieces
The second album to be reviewed on this album, but after a listening,
effect; the listener is confronted
TANDOORI, CURRY
is a Keith Jarrett recording of one is left craving more - perhaps
with sort of audio pinball game &s
for
classical
rather
than
jazz.
music written by G.I. Gurdjieff,
the short cuts come and go in rapid
& VEGETARIAN
entitled Sacred Hymns. Let me / The sound of the piano is very
sucession.
start right off by saying that I personal, and the recording has the
The music is certainly a departure from anything that can be admire but do not love Jarrett's lusterous quality typical of ECM
Open Tues. thru Sun.
music; I appreciate his talent, but records. In all, Manfred Eicher has
actually referred to as "commerdo not like his attitude. However, if produced a good 20th century
cial." This music is a little hard to
11 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Jarrett continues to put out albums classical recording of music that
describe. Sometimes it takes on
like this and his other recent rlease, . exposes the. inner life of its
the likeliness of a nursery rhyme,
Nude Ants, I will be forced to composer and, to a certain extent,
481 Wefherofteld. Htid.
other times there is slow eerie
soften my position. The perfor- of its performer as well. Jarrett
quality to it. The music gives a
522-2797
mance on this album is tender and fans may be slightly disappointed,
somewhat surrealistic impression,
delicate
without
syrupiness
or
clibut
I,
for
one,
am
delighted.
with synthesized voices and some

The Residents

Keith Jarret

Cuisine

H
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Men's Squash Hopes To Continue Winning Ways
by Bruce Newman
The Men's Varsity Squash team
enters its 1980-81 season with a
supposed "building year" status.
Six starters graduated from last
year's squad. Despite the loss, this
year's team is loaded with depth
and talent. Returning players are
captain Fete DeRose, Ross
Goldberg, Jack Scott, Bill •
McAvoy, and Rick Gelin. Also,
after a year away from Trinity,
senior Dick Kermond and junior
Jamie Webb return as starters. New
to the varsity squad are Topher
Browne, John Holmes, Drew
Hastings,
freshmen
Bruce
Newman, Ted Wheeler and Scott
Fuller.

narrow loss to Army and Navy cost
them a• # 5 national ranking. This
year Coach George Sutherland is
placing more emphasis on physical
conditioning (e.g., the infamous
"NEXTS") to better prepare for
another challenging season. The
team faces the following schools:
Bbwdoin, Amherst, MIT, Dartmouth, Yale, Princeton, Tufts,
Wesleyan, Stony Brook, Franklin
and Marshall, Williams, Army and
Navy.

•.-'.'••

Last Thursday, preseason play
began with a match against the
Hartford Golf Club. Despite a 5-5
final score, Coach Sutherland was
pleased with the Bantams' overall
performance.

Today, the Men's Varsity squad
Last year's season closed with a
15-4 record, placing the Bantams hosts Bowdoin. School support
seventh in NCAA rankings. Their would be greatly appreciated.

Returning Ictterwlnner Rick Gelln [r.] practices with Coach George Sutherland.

Men's Varsity Basketball
cont. from p. 12
again, headed by steady guard
Meaney, a strong, no-nonsense
player with an accurate shot, when
he chooses to shoot. The junior is a
steadying influence on and off the
court, directing the offense with
considerable skill and intelligence.
Complementing
Meaney
is
sophomore Sclafani, a quick little
guard whose short, herky-jerky
accelerating drives provide speed
to the offense, while his stinging
jumper keeps opponents' defenses
from sagging to shut off his taller
teammates' inside game. Both
Meaney and Sclafani have shown
they can quarterback the offense,
while Wynter's occasional appearances in the backcourt adds
the element of unpredictability and
rebounding ability to the guards.

Also included among the guards is
freshman Jimmy Bates, who'll be
seeking to crack a tough group.
. Last week's surprise announce
by Doyle that he will be leaving the
post of head coach following this
season to devote all his time to his'
disabled son prompted Meaney to
declare that the '80-81 campaign
will be'dedicated to the Coach's
eldest son, Danny. If all goes according to plan, it should be quite a
season for little Danny.
The Bants open up at home on
Monday, Dec. 1 against Newport
College. The real early-season trial
by fire, however, should occur two
days later, when Amherst invades
the friendly confines of Ferris on
Wednesday, December 3. Varsity
tip-oft is at 8 PM both nights.

Ross Goldberg [L] and Jamie Webb are two players that should help to provide a winning edge for this
year's squash team.
v
•
, photo by ckris Stanson

BANTAM SPORTS ARENA

Ski Class

Register now for Ski Class to meet third quarter. If you are an
experienced skier or just want to learn, this class is the lift to the
slopes. The group will travel to Ski Sundown in Litchfield Hills, New
Hartford. The class will leave Trinity at 5;30 PM and return to
campus at approximately 10:30 PM. Lessons at Sundown will run
from 7-9 PM after which is free skiing time is available. The course
will meet for six Thursday nights: January 22, 29, February 5, 12,
26, and March 5. Class does not meet over Open Period. In ca'se of
class cancelation the make-up day will be March 12. Lessons and
bus ride are required of everyone. The cost is $69. For renting of
equipment the cost is $37-62. All money must be paid in full in
advance when you register for the course.
Registration begins Monday, December 1 and may be done
through Rita Kane's office at Ferris Athletic Center. AH information'
is posted on her office door. Registration will end on December 12.
Any further information can be obtained from Rita Kane at
Extension 291,
..'

Hoop Tourney
On Friday and Saturday,
December 5-6, the Trinity Men's
Varsity Basketball team will host
the Trinity-UHart Invitational
Basketball Tournament.
Friday, Dec. 5
7 PM UHart vs. Central
9 PM Wesleyan vs. Trinity
Saturday, Dec. 6 •
6 PM Consolation
8 PM

Finals

JTwo-tlme MVP and high scorer Carl Rapp [center].

if.

<DIME INOUR VflULTS
llilsiPii?;^
When was rtie LAST time you BANKED with us? There've been some

LAST
NATIONAL
BANK

For a SECURE and > FAST delivery, you can count on us to make your

A new BANKING sandwich snack, dessert and IMPORTED (BEER)
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Hockey Looking To Return To Playoff Form
by Robert Falk
After falling to 9-11 last season,
the Varsity Hockey team is looking
to return to the form which saw
Trinity gain three consecutive
ECAC playoff berths in 1977,1978,
and 1979, However, the task will
not be an easy one for the Bantams,
as Coach John Dunham describes
the upcoming schedule as "the
most challenging since I've been
here." Dunham, who has posted a
97-86-3 record, is entering his tenth
year as Trinity's mentor. This

season, Trinity will practice and
play all of its home games at the
new Kingswood-Oxford School
rink in West Hartford. Last year,
after the closing of the Glastonbury
arena, Trinity's home for seven
years, the Bants were forced into
irregular practice times at local
rinks and had to play their home
games at Wesleyan. The long term
agreement worked out with
Kingswood has insured Trinity pf a
permanent home as well as a
spacious locker room.
The 1980-81 version of Trinity

hockey promises a strong team
At present, a fierce battle is
defensively.
S o p h o m o r e being waged for six spots on
Goaltender Steve Solik of Flint, defense. Dunham has been parMichigan had an excellent fresh- ticularly impressed with the play of
man season as he posted a 3.83 freshmen Bill Stride and Chip
goals against average, a Trinity Farnham. The Bantam coach
Varsity Hockey season record. In commented, "Both are newcomers
addition to a fine goals against to the team, but it appears that they
average, Solik tied a record for will be able to step in right away for
most saves in one game when he us." Sophomores Ander Wensberg
and Mike McCarthy have shown a
turned aside 54 New Haven shots.
Also, his 522 saves last season were great deal of improvement and are
the most ever by a Trinity rookie. in the picture on defense as is
Backing up Solik will be freshman freshman Gordie St. John. Other
returning blue-liners include senior
Brian Clarke.
Jack Slattery andTri-Captain Brian
Dorman. Last year as a freshman,
Dorman was the fifth leading
scorer on the team as he tallied 15
points on three goals and 12 assists.

So far, Dunham has been pleased
with the play of the team. He said,
"We have a very enthusiastic group
out this year and they have come to
work hard every night." There has
been a tremendous amount of
competition for positions and a
high level of intensity at the
practices, and Dunham feels that
these factors will benefit the team
in the long run. The Bantam coach
added, "Everything has been
perfect thus far. Our new setup at
Kingswood has improved the spirit
of the team tremendously."

Mixture Of Young And Old Should
Provide Fencers With Depth
Early in November, the fencing
team began full-scale preparation
for their upcoming season. The
team faces two teams before
Christmas, but the bulk of the
season occurs in January and
February. '
The outlook of the men's team
was somewhat pessimistic at the
beginning of the year. They lost
their two best fencers, and a third
strong fencer, to graduation. Thewomen's team also lost two seniors
to graduation, and several others to
apathy. Consequently, there will be
no women's t'e'ajn this year. Cocaptain Keryn Grohs will stay on to
help the men's team and improve
for next year.
Co-captain Dan Schlenoff will be
leading the men's team. Much to
the delight of the six returning
members of the team, the six new
members are showing a good deal
of promise. Vladimir Dimanshteyn,
who learned fencing in Russia, has
added some depth to the
^decimated foil squad. He will be

Tri-Captairi Dorman commented
on the progress of the team, saying'
"It is going to take a while for ttw,
younger players to get adjusted to
While the defense appears solid, college hockey, but everyone has
helped by returning sophomore himself. He was a strong fencer Dunham has had some difficulty in been working really hard and has a
during
both!
his
sophomore
and
Kevin Zitnay, and freshmen Ellery
putting together the forward lines. great' attitude." Tri-Captains
junior years, and appears to have
Brown arid Nader Ahari.
With the addition of many new Duncan and Chase affirmed
matured
into
a
worthy
successor
to
The epee squad, led by seniors
faces, the picture has been Dorman's remarks, mentioning,
Mike Gould and Peter Paulson, the past Trinity Greats. Butler somewhat unsettled. Dunham "The attitudes have been really
looks to be the strongest squad this taught the beginning and advanced commented, "Up front,' although great this year," and "We have a
year. Paulson has been a very fencing classes this year, and from we have a solid group of hard solid team out this year who have
impressive fencer since his fresh- that class he acquired Andy Haase workers, I am concerned about the been working hard and playing
man year, and he will be helped by for the sabre squad. Haase is lack of proven goal scorers." Gone well."
Gould, co-captain Schlenoff, and showing a great deal of potential. this year are leading scorers Robert
sophomore Ed Sharp. Gould and Along with Haase, the squad Plumb, Dana Barnard and Dan
This season, Trinity opens
Schlenoff are both strong fencers, obtained Tim Martin, who has. Sahutske. Plumb was voted the against Ramapo at Kingswood. The
and Sharp brings a • year's ex- some foil, experience from last Hayer of the Year in Division HI December 2 game is a rematch of a
year. Both of these fencers are last season in addition to being
perience to the fourth spot.
game which saw Trinity waltz to an
learning quickly,.and should take selected to the ECAC Division III
1-1-3 win last season. On December
The Sabre squad found itself in a some of the pressure off their Ail-Star team, while Barnard was 5-6, the Icemen will participate in
unique position for recent Trinity teacher, Butler. The fourth also an AHnStar.
the Amherst Invitational tourhistory. Senior Steve Butler is the member of the squad is John
nament which will be held at
Commended
for
their
play
and
only fencer to return this yean In Kawecki, a senior with some exWesleyan. Five games pit Trinity
leadership
thus
far
have
been
Trithe past, the sabre squad had.been perience' from his' freshman year.
against Division II schools this
Captains
Tom
Chase,
a
Left
Wing,
Trinity's strongest squad. Butler . He adds a bit of experience to the
season. Three of these schools,
and
Right
Wing
Peter
Duncan.
was taught by Dave Weisenfeld, squad.
Williams,
New Haven and
Duncan
appears
to
have
made
a
who went on to become one of
smooth transition to the forward ! Westfield State, made the playoffs
New England's top fencers. That
The team is being coached again
same year, he fenced with two this year by former Yale coach, line after playing defense last year. in Division II last season. Also, the
more of Trinity's top sabres, Don Albert Grasson. They are also Other forwards receiving Dunham's University of Connecticut seems to
DeFabio and Ken Crowe. DeFabio getting some coaching from praise were sophomore Right Wing have a playoff contending team in ,
host
graduated last year, leaving Butler Turkish national fencer Yearn T. R. Goodman, a five, goal, 44;
assist
scorer
last
tenstyh,
to carry on the winning tradition by Todiik.
sophomore
Center
Patrick Division III teamc Trinity will face
Sullivan, Right Wing Dan Walsh, a stift schedule this winter.
who is coming off knee problems, Amherst and Wesleyan were
junior Wings Karl Nelson and Bob ranked one-two in last year's preFerguson, a fourteen point scorer tourney ratings, and Bentley
last season, senior Center Larry proved to be the eventual winner of
Rosenthal, and freshmen Dave the tournament. Also, Iona and
Lenahan and Dan Flynn, who Southeastern Massachusetts should
Dunham .feels are "ready to prove to be tough games for
Trinity.
contribute."

photo "by keryn Cro/is

Senior Co-captain Dan Schlenoff fl.] and Mike Gould anchor this year's epee sqaad.

phqto by Keryn Cro/)s

Teacher and student: Senior Steve Butler It.} works oat with promising freshman Andy Haase.

Six-foot freshman Chris Lofgren [#23, left] is one of the reasons
Women's Basketball Coach Karen Eriandson is optimistic about her
young team this winter<
photo courtesy of Trinity New Bureau
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Swim Teams Promise Excitement For 80-'81
Men's Squad Talented But Tiny Chet's Chicks Awesome
by Bill Gregg

Freshman Martha Belcher is
blossoming as a sensational perCoach Chet McPhee feels that former in the butterfly, backstroke,
the 1981 women's varsity swim, and individual medley events.
team shows promise of being Coach McPhee regards her as one
Trinity's best ever. With due of the most exciting swimmers he
consideration to the headlines has ever coached. Leigh Mountf' created by last year's team, the ord along with Belcher will handle
1981 team should be one to look the butterfly chores.
for. With the exception of AULinda Gillett, record holder in
American Denese Jones, all of last the individual medley events,
season's letter winners are back in prepares to fill the breaststrokers
the line-up, joined by the strongest while sophomore backstrokers
freshman group ever to don the Paula Ryan and Julie Veale have
blue and gold lycra.. „''%,.& "i.fi looked strong in pfocSicl" and will
. Senior; captains••'Xhiiie'^MonVl glbrefiginthSSSC
tgomery and Leigh Mountford add* Veteran divers Janet Rathbun
strong leadershipi to, a lar|f,
have been joined
'atid' feisty 'sqiiaa >wno» We -•eorir
isfMian
elena
Colombo to
peting feveris,hly,,for spots on,,the assure that diving continues to fie a
starting team.
strong event in the Trinity line-up.
For sprinter Montgomery the
The team has been training
competition lies in overcoming the rigorously for the past three weeks
talents of freshmen Michelle and is beginning to look extremely
Parsons and Debby Cronin. Anne good. All signs point to an exciting
Ward, who was an All-New season as they have difficult
England selection in all Freestyle schedule, playing the best in New
events last year, is still the class of England.
those races, but will probably be
used primarily in middle and v The opening meet is at home
distance events. Also, Karen Miller December 6 against Fairfield
has gotten off to a fast start in the University, so treat yourself and be
there.
distance work.
'
Scott Bqwden, along with sophomore Dong Gray, has set a total of nine college records, and has been
photo by Mary Ann Corderman
swimming stronger than ever,
by Bill Gregg
Coming off a fantastic season' last
year, the men's swimming-team has
been devastated by graduation.
The opening weeks of practice
have brought out a squad of "only
eight swimmers and one diver, and
one member of the squad, Mike
Merin, will be spending next
ss

ta.v . .

^

Coach
McPhee faces a serious problem in
terms of quantity, he certainly can
be pleased with the quality of his'
performers. The team is led by
Captain Lenny Adam, one of the
premier sprinters in the league.

Returning super-stars^ Scott V. Bill
Huffer,
letterman
Bowden and.Doug Gray, who set a breastroker, is back* and preparing
total of nine college records last for the butterfly. Mike Merin, a
season, are swimming stronger veteran in the distance events, will
than ever. Freshman Chip Lake, a only be around for the first meet
"Wue chip" sprinter, has teen against Fairfield University.
showing versatility in the middle
After a week of hard training,
and the distance freestyle events. McPhee says, "I won't predict how
Senior Tick Houk and sprinter many meets we'll win, but we're
Dave Pike have joined the squad to sure to win a lot of events. If we
bolster the freestyle and breastroke had about two more .swimmers,
events.
• *
we'd be all set. Still» we'll be in
The • diving chores will be great condition, and we'll be better
handled by Scott Keilty, a novice than many people expect."
last season who is working hard to
The first meet will be against a
fill the position left by the strong Fairfield University at home
graduation of record holder Dave December 6. Come and join the
Gatenby.
team in this exciting season opener.

Wrestling Squad Smat In Number
But Big On Dedication And Hard Work

Junior Torey Aronow heads off a formidable crop of breastrokers for
Chet's Chicks this season.
photo by Mary Ann Corderman

by David Mueller
With the season about to begin
for the Trinity Wrestling team, two
problems face this year's squad:
injuries and depth. The team has
all of its middle weight classes
filled, and as a matter of fact, there
is some overlap in certain cases.
Yet the team is having problems filling its two lowest and some of the
higher weight division. Injuries
have only added to the problem of
numbea»«g:jth*le»/njembers of the
«l©iav' including last
fterwinner "Doug >Ajnster.
Another hindrance to this year's
team has been the loss of members
due to graduation. Trin lost three
of its members: 150-pounder Tom
Gerke, and Co-captains. Dave
Brooks and John O'Brien. Brooks
and OBrien had the squad's leading
individual records. The co-captains
were also able to qualify for the Division III New England tournament
where they each garnered a third
place finish. The success and
leadership of the seniors also
spurred the grappling Bantams to
finish a respectable tenth out of 16
Division III schools. Their absence
will surely be felt this season.
Despite the problems facing this
year's team, Coach Mike Darr is
quite optimistic. Darr feels he has a
good nucleus and that the people
he has right now are a very hard

working group. Rusty Nesbitt, Sean
Darby and Wat -Sterns will all be
making their Trinity debut this
year. The squad also had three
letter winners from last year
returning. Sophomores Mike Howe
and Frank Caskiii had their hard
knocks freshman year but should
contribute heavily toward this
year's success. Caskin also placed
fourth in the Novice Tournament
at the i conclusion of last year's
season.
Also returning is junior Glenn
McClellan. McClellan's 7-1-1
record last season qualified him for
the. Varsity New England Tournanient. Although he did not place,
he had a very strong first showing
at the tourney. Coach Darr feels
that McClellan will be "someone to
be reckoned with in the
heavyweight division" this year.
Besides the dedication and hard
work displayed by his team
members, Coach Darr feels that
Assistant Coach Nick Martin is
another positive asset to the team.
Martin will again be volunteering
his time to work on the team's
technique and movement.
The Bantams' first match is on
December 6 against Bridgewater
and Norwich. The first home meet
will be four days later versus
Bridgeport.

Sophomore Srst-year man Sean Darby [top] pots the moves on jnnior Glenn McLeUan.
• . . • • • '

" • ' . • • • • . • • • : •

photo by KeryfvGrohs
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Sports
Coach Doyle Announces Resignation
by Robert Falk
l a a surprise announcement last
Wednesday, Trinity Varsity
Basketball Coach Daniel E. Doyle
Jr. announced he would be
resigning from his position effective at the conclusion of the
1980-81 school year. Reading from
a prepared statement at a press
conference held in the Tansil!
Sports Room, Doyle made it clear
that he is resigning in order to
devote more time to his soil Danny,
an autistic child.
Autism is a state of mind
characterized by daydreaming,
hallucinations and disregard of
external reality. Doyle commented',
"It became increasingly clear to me
that if I were to do justice to my
commitment to Danny, I had to
divorce myself from all outside
activities."
Doyle's announcement was
preceded by an opening remark
from Trinity's Director of College
' and Community Relations Gerald
Hansen. Hansen began the conference by stating, "We support
one-hundred percent the announcement that Dan Doyle is
going to make. He is an excellent

human being, and he has our
prayers for success in the future."
Although a difficult decision,
Doyle feels that his move will allow
him to spend time with his son on a
much needed one-to-one basis.
Since the time that Doyle and his
wife Kathy found out about their
son's condition more than six years
ago, much of the burden of helping
Danny has fallen on Mrs. Doyle.
Doyle mentioned, "I decided six
years ago that as soon as I became
sufficiently solvent from a financial
standpoint that I would attempt to
do my share for my son. In the last
several months, it became apparent
that not only could we survive
financially in the pursuit of this, b-* t
that we should act as soon as
possible."
In attempting to decide which
course of action to take, Doyle
consulted with Athletic Director
Dr. Karl Kurth and his former
coach and close friend Dee Rowe,
under whom Doyle was a graduate
assistant when Rowe was Head
Basketball Coach at the University
of Connecticut. Kurth suggested
that a leave of absence might be
helpful while Doyle worked with

his son. After spending three weeks
trying to decide if he could
completely remove himself from
his job at Trinity while working
with his son, Doyle decided that it
was necessary to resign. Doyle said,
"To be an effective coach in my
judgement, one must totally
commit oneself to the task at hand.
It is the only way I know; it is the
only way I would ever do it. I
decided that if I were to devote my
complete attention to my son that
the only proper course would be to
resign from my position at Trinity
effective at the conclusion of the
1980-31 school year."
Kurth responded to the decision
saying, "Dan and I have discussed
alternatives enough. This is
probably the best decision for him
and his family." Although disappointed that Doyle will be leaving,
Kurth noted, "I have been
delighted with the progress that he
has made in the short time .he has
been here."
Doyle stated that the most
difficult part of his decision
centered on his players. "Not only
am I extremely proud of what they
have done for our program, but I

have a great deal of admiration and
affection for all of them," he
mentioned.
While Doyle addressed the silent"
crowd, his players sat together
listening to their mentor. Earlier in
the day, a tearful Doyle told his
team of his decision. Following the
press conference, Trinity basketball Captain John Meaney asked
the crowd for its attention. Fighting
back tears, a moved Meaney
commented, "I'll be damned if we don't have the best season of our

In his two years at Trinity,
Doyle's programs have accounted
for seventy-thousand dollars in
revenues at the college. During the
1979-30 season/Trinity held its first
annual Hall of Fame BasketbaJI
Luncheon which was sponsored by
the newly formed Friends of Trinity Basketball. Also that season
Trinity held its first annual XSnlted
Bank-Trinity. College Christmas
Tournament, the only Division 111
Christmas tour ; ney in New
England.
In
1978, Doyle

Men's Varsity Basketball: '80-'81
Highlighted By Extremely Gifted Lineup
by Anthony Fischetti

and crafty inside moves.
extremely gifted lineup.
And then there's Rapp. The 6'7"
Returning are mainstays Carl
There's something about a team Rapp, two-time MVP as a freshman
that's good. And knows it. It's an and sophomore, Captain John magic with spinning'ten' footers" am
unspoken understanding, an Meaney, a heady point guard, cross-the-lane drives, leading the
awareness of teammates' moves quick
guard-forward
David team in scoring and rebounding for
and tendencies, of where someone Wynter, whose leaping • ability, the second consecutive season. An
is," or will be, often before earned the plaudits of teammates All-New England Division III
movement at all takes place. The and opponents, and darting guard choice, and a first-team Conphoto courtesy of Trinity News Bureau
1980-81 edition .of the Men's Pat Sclafani. Up front, sharp- necticut selection, the 'junior will
Varsity Basketball team is such a shooting forward Roger Coutu will once again be counted on for
Dan Doyle
group, the nucleus of. which has be seeking to bounce back from an scoring and rebounding punch,
grown up together over the past injury plagued '79-80, shile Jim while frontcourt mate Wynter will
two seasons,- leading most to Callahan hasn't shown very much provide the glitter to the team's lives, using Coach Doyle's little boy established the MacGregor-Trinity
as an inspiration to all of us." College Coaches Clinic. In 1980,
believe that this is the year the thus far in the preseason.
offense. The
lightening-fast Meaney, who played two years of this clinic became the largest
Bantams will really gel.
Possible weak spots lie in the swingman's full-court dashes high school ball for Doyle at coaches clinic in the East. This"
Last season was a time of forecourt, where rebounding may highlighted Trinity's winning game • Kingswood-Qxford School in West year, the clinic attracted such
revelation. Often it seemed as if the prove somewhat of a shortcoming. in '79-80, while underneath he Hartford, added, "We • are notables as UCLA Coach Larry
talented squad of freshmen and A- big question mark is the 6'5" continually outjumped and out- dedicating our season to Coach Brown, Atlanta Hawks Coach
sophomores didn't realize just how Coutu. As a freshman, the third- played taller, slower opponents.
Doyle's son."
Hubie Brown and University of
good it would be; The 16-7 record year player showed a fine capacity
Rounding out the frontcourt
Prior to coming to Trinity, Doyle Iowa coach Lute Olson. In 1979,. included victories over several for hitting 15 foot side jumpers and contingent are: Billy Zidelis, a
Doyle helped to bring about a
formidable opponents, while at crashing both the offensive and sophomore who saw some action spent two years at Brown
volleyball match between th e
University
as
Freshman
Basketball
times youthful mistakes detracted defensive boards, occasionally last year at power forward; John
United States and Russia held in
Coach.
Before
his
move
to
Brown,
from otherwise stellar per- playing the enforcer's role. An Niakaros, a standout JV player
the Ferris Athletic Center.
Doyle
was
the
Head
Coach
at
formances. For the most part, third injured knee . curtailed his hoping to make the move to the
Doyle intends to work with his
year mentor Dan doyle's con- production thus far this preseason. Varsity; freshman Kerry Sullivan, a Kingswood. In 1976, Doyle took a
tingent includes the' same key Coutu's Canton High Schoo lithe 6'6" center, and Tom King, a Kingswood team with a prior son on a full time basis for ten to
players of last season, as it seems sidekick, forward Callahan, proved. swingman at guard and forward. record of 4-16 to a 40-11 two year twelve months, with backup
record, and they became the first assistance from the West Hartford
very unlikely that a freshman will his worth last year, surprising mani
The backcourt is solid once
United States high school to play in School System. From March
be able to break into the Bants' with his deadly outside shooting
• •'cont, o n p . 9
a sanctioned tournament behind through May, he will work with his
the Iron Curtain. That team won son two or three days a week as
the tournament in Prague, well as weekends. Beginning in
Czechoslovakia. In the two years June, Doyle plans to be with DannV
prior to Doyle's arrival, Trinity seven days a week. By June, the
compiled a 10-30 record. After an only outside activity which he will
8-15 season two years ago, Doyle, engage in is his two week summer
using
all
freshmen
and basketball camp, and his posiHon
sophomores, posted a 16-7 record as a member- of the West Hartford
last year. The Bantams finished Board of Education. Sometimefourth in New England out of 43 next year, Doyle will decide on his
Division III schools and ended up future professional course, and he
eleventh nationally in Division III mentioned, "I intend to think very
team defense.
little about it until then."
During Doyle's short tenure, the
In concluding, a solemn Doyle
Basketball schedule has seen an
stated,
"It is my strong belief that
increase in travel. In 1978-79,
Doyle took his team to Montreal, all human beings deserve the
Canada to meet McGill University. opportunity to advance to their
Last season, Trinity traveled to fullest potential." He ended the
Cuba to meet the Cuban National conference saying, "I once heard a
team, thus becoming the first speaker say that it is far better to
- United States college team to enter" be kind at home than to burn in, Cuba since 1959. Through his cense at a distant temple. I fully
£ efforts, Doyle has arranged for the agree with this axiom and look
* team to meet the University' of upon this time with my son as my
Alaska at Anchorage during the greatest, challenge and, hopefully,
. Iks Mea's Vans!*? SssgseibaQ tsssa, asdsr !ke !«**!«« of Cess* Da» Dsyis, gaes 'Js-faagSs thsfe
my greatest reward."
' 1981-82 season.
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